
Fantini Pitch to Hotel Business 

Hi Christina, 

I see the September 7th issue will have a product focus on bath fixtures and faucets, so I’d like to submit 
Fantini for consideration. Can you let me know if you’d like high-res images for possible publication? 

 LAMÉ is in line with the trend of using black in faucet design. Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez were 
inspired by mathematician Gabriel Lamé’s research of “super-ellipses,” featuring simple, smooth and 
ergonomic shapes that are both striking and pleasant to the touch. LAMÉ, shown below in a black matte 
handle, ensures a continuity of form, while adding interesting contrast. Other handle finishes include: 
matte white and chrome (lever handle only). 

  

  

Another touch of black can be found in designer Matteo Thun’s two new handle options in 
the Venezia collection. The sophisticated line evokes style and luxury, combining Murano glass with 
stately geometric forms. The first of the new handles takes the form of a transparent glass disc, solid but 
with faceted edges that allow a glimpse of the serigraphy on the base for a surprising three-dimensional 
effect. The second new control option is a tapered, horizontal form. Both contemporary and conservative, 
this modern interpretation of a classic lever handle is available in black or chromed metal. 

 

   



If you are looking for showers, Franco Sargiani extended the Milano collection with the debut 
of MilanoSlim in 2016. Thin and simple, the alignment of the panel and control nobs provides a modern 
feel and extends the user base. Faithful to the visual themes and motifs of the original collection, 
MilanoSlim offers the most streamlined silhouette and minimalist expression in the line. 

 

  

  

Thanks, 

Angela DiGiaimo 
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